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Abstract: Credit risk assessment, credit scoring and loan applications approval
are one of the typical tasks that can be performed using machine learning or data
mining techniques. From this viewpoint, loan applications evaluation is a classification task, in which the final decision can be either a crisp yes/no decision
about the loan or a numeric score expressing the financial standing of the applicant. The knowledge to be used is inferred from data about past decisions. These
data usually consist of both socio-demographic and economic characteristics of the
applicant (e.g., age, income, and deposit), the characteristics of the loan, and the
loan approval decision. A number of machine learning algorithms can be used for
this purpose. In this paper we show how this task can be performed using the LISpMiner system, a tool that is under development at the University of Economics,
Prague. LISp-Miner is primarily focused on mining for various types of association
rules, but unlike “classical” association rules proposed by Agrawal, LISp-Miner introduces a greater variety of different types of relations between the left-hand and
right-hand sides of a rule. Two other procedures that can be used for classification
task are implemented in LISp-Miner as well. We describe the 4ft-Miner and KEX
procedures and show how they can be used to analyze data related to loan applications. We also compare the results obtained using the presented algorithms with
results from standard rule-learning methods.
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Introduction

Credit risk refers to the risk that a borrower will default on any type of debt by
failing to make required payments. To reduce the lender’s credit risk, the lender
may perform a credit check on the prospective borrower. The granting of credit
then depends on the confidence the lender has in the borrower’s credit worthiness. Most banks or lenders use some credit-scoring models (credit scorecards)
to rank potential and existing customers according to their risk. One example
is the FICO (Fair, Isaac and Company) score, the most popular credit score in
the US. The FICO score is derived from positive and negative information in the
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credit record of a prospective borrower. This score considers the payment history (e.g., bankruptcy, late payments, or foreclosures), amounts owed (various info
about debt), length of credit history (e.g., age of accounts), new credit (e.g., type
of new credit) and types of credit used (e.g., consumer finance or mortgage). Each
particular characteristic within every category is evaluated and added (in the form
of a mathematical equation) to contribute to the final score. The five categories’
proportions in the final score are: 35 % takes the payment history, 30 % takes the
amounts owed, 15 % takes the length of credit history, 10% takes the new credit and
10 % takes the types of credit used. The FICO score ranges from 300 to 850. The
higher the score, the lower the risk. Another example is the Vantage score, which
evaluates the loan applicant according to six categories: payment history (this category makes up 32 % of the final score), usage of the available credit (23 %), total
debt (15 %), past credits and credit history (13 %), number of past loan applications (10 %) and amount of credits on credit cards (7 %), The Vintage score ranges
from 501 to 990. Again, the higher the score, the better the rating. There are also
some other scores that are used to evaluate the credit worthiness of a prospective
loan applicant (see Tab. 1).
The main drawback of using these scores is the necessity to have available
values for all input variables. Without this information, the weighted sum, that
corresponds to a score cannot be computed. It is also reported, that the FICO
score is not a good predictor in classifying between good loan applicants (who
repay their loan) and bad applicants (who do not), as the average difference of
FICO score between these two groups is very small.
Grade

FICO

Vantage

PLUS

TransUnion

CreditXpert

A
B
C
D
F

750–850
700–749
650–699
600–649
300–599

901–990
801–900
701–800
601–700
501–600

740–830
695–739
655–694
590–654
300–589

845–925
765–844
685–764
605–684
150–604

800–900
740–799
670–739
610–669
300–609

Tab. I Different credit scores (credit.com).
A credit score can be used as-is, can be turned into a grade (A-F) or fuzzy
concepts (e.g., very poor, poor, fair, good, and excellent). Regardless of this representation, the final decision the bank makes is whether or not to approve a loan,
i.e., to distinguish between “good” or “bad” applications. From this viewpoint,
loan applications evaluation can be understood as a binary classification task. The
knowledge to be used can be inferred from data about past decisions. These data
usually consist off both socio-demographic and economic characteristics of the applicant (e.g., sex, income, and deposit), the characteristics of the loan, and the loan
approval decision.
A number of machine learning algorithms can be used for this purpose. In this
paper we show how this task can be solved using the LISp-Miner system, a tool
that is under development at the University of Economics, Prague. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on applying machine
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learning algorithms to credit risk assessment; Section 3 presents the LISp-Miner
system; Section 4 describes the experiments carried out on data from the loan
applications domain, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.

Related work

Credit risk assessment, credit scoring and loan applications approvals are typical
tasks that can be performed using machine learning or data mining techniques.
Hence a lot of research has been carried out in this area. Chen et al. [7] use a
two-stage approach composed of k-means clustering and support vector machines
(SVM) classification together with computation of feature importance. K-means
clustering is used to obtain homogeneous clusters of representative examples (isolated examples are eliminated, and inconsistent examples are re-labeled). The SVM
classifier is then applied to these homogeneous clusters. Vinciotti and Hand [30]
compare the use of the “classical” linear approach with the k-nearest-neighbor
methods. They also discuss the issue of highly imbalanced classes (usually a large
majority of applications are “good” ones) and describe four different scenarios how
to handle this problem: the use of different weights for examples of different classes
when classifying, the use of different weights for examples of different classes when
building the model, the use of oversampling to balance the training data, and the
use of separability criteria based on within class score distributions. Zhou and
Wang [32] propose to use random forests to distinguish between good and bad
loans if the classes are imbalanced. They use weighted random forests (here different weights of examples belonging to different classes are used during learning),
and balanced random forests (here the data are oversampled). Lee, Chiu, Chou
and Lu [20] propose to use the Classification and Regression Tree (CART) and
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) algorithms to classify clients of
a local bank at Taiwan. Kim and Hwang [18] integrated multi-layer perceptron,
discriminant analysis and decision tree models using genetic algorithms to create
a system for credit risk evaluation. Galindo and Tamayo [13] presented a comparative analysis of different statistical and machine learning modeling methods
of classification on mortgage loan data. Kotsiantis [19] proposed a selective voting method of representative machine learning algorithms (decision tree, neural
network, Bayesian classifier, and k-NN classifier) to classify loan applications.

3.

The LISp-Miner system

The LISp-Miner system is an academic data mining software tool developed at
the University of Economics, Prague1 , which is focused on mining various rule-like
patterns from categorical data [27, 29]. The system is a successor of the GUHA
method, an original Czech approach to association rule mining from mid-1960s
[15]. Contrary to “classical” association rules, GUHA (and LISp-Miner as well)
introduce a greater variety of different types of relations between the left-hand
(called antecedent) and right-hand (called succedent) sides of a rule and offers
more expressive syntax for the rules.
1 The

system is freely available at http://lispminer.vse.cz.
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By now, LISp-Miner implements ten data mining procedures: 4ft-Miner (derived from the original GUHA procedure ASSOC), SD4ft-Miner, AC4ft-Miner, KLMiner, CF-Miner, SDKL-Miner, SDCF-Miner, KEX, ETree-Miner and MClusterMiner. Most of the procedures mine for various types of rule-like patterns — this
makes LISp-Miner more focused on particular type of models than standard data
mining tools. The procedures 4ft-Miner, SD4ft-Miner, AC4ft-Miner, KL-Miner,
CF-Miner, SDKL-Miner, and SDCF-Miner mine for patterns which are to be interpreted by users and domain experts. They can then be used for data description,
concept description or dependency analysis tasks2 , KEX and ETree-Miner can be
used for classification and the procedure MC-Miner that mines for clusters of examples can be used for segmentation. We will only describe in more detail the
4ft-Miner and KEX procedures, as they are used in our experiments. For description of the other procedures, see e.g., [27–29].
Most of the procedures implemented in LISp-Miner look for patterns (rules)
that relate together so-called Boolean attributes. A Boolean attribute (also called
a cedent) is a conjunction of partial cedents, a partial cedent is a conjunction or
disjunction of literals and a literal is defined as A(coef ) or ¬A(coef ). Here A is
an attribute (variable) and coef (coefficient) defines a subset of possible values of
A. So e.g., income(high), age(30-40,40-50) or ¬city(P rague, Brno, Ostrava) are
examples of literals. In these examples income(high) refers to a single value of the
attribute income, age(30-40,40-50) refers to an interval created for two subsequent
values of the discretized attribute age (numeric attributes must be discretized in
advance, prior to using LISp-Miner data mining procedures – this can be done using
the LISp-Miner module DataSource), and ¬city(P rague, Brno, Ostrava) refers to
a subset of values of the attribute city.

3.1

Association rules and the 4ft-Miner procedure

Association rules were proposed by R. Agrawal in the early 1990s as a tool for
the so-called market basket analysis [1]. An association rule has the form of an
implication
X ⇒ Y,

(1)

where X and Y are sets of items (itemsets) and X ∩ Y = ∅. An association rule
expresses that transactions containing items of set X tend to contain items of set
Y , so e.g. a rule
{A, B} ⇒ {C}

(2)

says that customers who buy products A and B also often buy product C. The two
basic characteristics of an association rule are support and confidence. Support of
an itemset X is defined as the proportion of transactions in the data set which
contain the itemset X. Confidence of an association rule X ⇒ Y is defined as
support(X ∪ Y )/support(X). This idea of association rules can be applied to any
data in tabular, attribute-value form. So data describing values of attributes can
be analyzed in order to find associations between conjunctions of attribute-value
2 Refer
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Cond

Suc

¬Suc

P

Ant
¬Ant
P

a
c

b
d

r
s

k

l

n

Tab. II Four-fold contingency table created for examples satisfying condition γ.

pairs (categories). Let us denote these conjunctions as Ant (antecedent) and Suc
(succedent) and the association rule as
Ant ⇒ Suc.

(3)

When using association rules for concept description, Suc will be a category of the
target attribute.
The 4ft-Miner procedure3 offers a more general form of the above-described
association rules. 4ft-Miner mines for patterns (4ft-rules) of the form
Ant ≈ Suc/Cond,

(4)

where Ant, Suc and Cond (condition) are cedents, and ≈ (called quantifier) denotes
a relationship between Ant and Suc for the examples from the analyzed data table
that fulfill Cond. If the condition is empty then the procedure analyzes the whole
data table. The relationships between Ant and Suc are defined (and evaluated)
using frequencies from the four-fold contingency table as shown in Tab. 3.1; here a
denotes the number of examples that fulfill both Ant and Suc, b denotes the number
of examples that fulfill Ant but not Suc, c denotes the number of examples that
fulfill Suc but not Ant, and d denotes the number of examples that fulfill neither
Ant nor Suc. We sometimes use r = a + b, k = a + c, s = c + d, l = b + d and
n = a + b + c + d.
Examples of relationships between Ant and Suc as defined for the frequencies
for the four-fold table, are a founded implication ⇒ defined as
a
,
a+b

(5)

a+b
,
a+b+c+d

(6)

a founded equivalence = defined as

or an χ2 chi-squared quantifier defined as
(ad − bc)2
n.
rkls

(7)

The 4ft-Miner procedure contains almost 20 different types of those relationships.
Their description can be found e.g. in [27].
3 This procedure extends the original GUHA procedure ASSOC from the mid. 1960s. The
authors of 4ft-Miner as well as of most of the other procedures are Jan Rauch and Milan Šimůnek.
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Let us assume a toy loan application domain consisting of attributes income
(having values low and high), balance (having values low, medium, and high), sex
(having values male and female), unemployed (having values yes and no), and loan
(having values yes and no). An example of a 4ft-rule can be
balance(high, medium) ∧ ¬unemployed(yes) ⇒ loan(yes)/sex(male)

(8)

which says that in the group of men, if a person has a high or medium balance on
his account and is not unemployed, then he will get the loan. 4ft-rules are thus
much more expressive than “standard” association rules, where the only possible
example is of the following type:
income(high) ∧ balance(high) ⇒ loan(yes).

(9)

When running an 4ft task, the user should specify the literals that can be used
to compose Ant, Suc, and Cond, and the type and parameters that define the
relation between Ant and Suc (e.g., formulas (5), (6), (7) with lower bounds on
their values), and the lower bound for frequency a from the four-fold contingency
table.
Unlike the well-known apriori algorithm, where single itemsets (i.e., conjunctions of categories) are generated in the first step and then each itemset (conjunction) is divided into antecedent and succedent [1], in 4ft-Miner each part of a
rule (i.e., antecedent, succedent, and eventually condition) is generated separately,
so we can easily set the target attribute as the only one that can occur in the
succedents. Moreover, we can control the complexity of the searched rule space by
determining (using parameters maxlenA, maxlenS and maxlenC) the maximum
number of literals that can occur in cedents of each respective part of a rule.
The result of the analysis using 4ft-Miner is usually a huge set of rules that
should be inspected and evaluated by the domain experts and users (see Fig. 2).
Let us stress here that the quantitative characteristics of the found rules do not
guarantee usefulness of the rules. We can find a lot of rules with high confidence
(especially those with low support), that do not represent any reasonable knowledge.

3.2

Decision rules and the KEX procedure

Decision rule in the form
Ant ⇒ C,

(10)

where Ant (antecedent, condition) is a conjunction of values of input attributes
(called categories or selectors) and C is a category of class attribute C, are one of
the most popular formalisms of how to express classification models learned from
data. The commonly used approach to learning decision rules is the set covering
approach also called “separate and conquer”. The basic idea of this approach is
to create a rule that covers some examples of a given class, and remove these
examples from the training set (see Algorithm 1). This is repeated for all examples
not covered so far. The other way to create decision rules is the compositional
approach. In this approach the covered examples are not removed during learning,
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so an example can be covered with more rules. Thus more rules can be used during
classification. In the compositional approach, all applicable rules are used and their
particular contributions to classification are combined into the final decision. To
do this, a certain numerical value is usually added to the rule. The KEX algorithm
reported in this paper fits into the second-described type of methods [3].

Algorithm 1 Simplified sketch of set-covering rule-learning algorithm.
set covering algorithm
1. create a rule that covers some examples of one class and does not cover any
examples of other classes,
2. remove the covered examples from the training data,
3. if there are some examples not covered by any rule, go to step 1, else terminate
The KEX algorithm [3] learns weighted decision rules in the form
Ant ⇒ C(w),

(11)

where Ant (antecedent, condition) is a conjunction of values of input attributes
(called categories), C is the class attribute, and weight w ∈ [0, 1] expresses the
uncertainty of the rule. Algorithm 2 shows a simplified version of the algorithm.
KEX works in an iterative way, testing and expanding an implication Ant ⇒ C in
each iteration. This process starts with “empty rule” with the weight equal to the
relative frequency of C in data and stops after evaluating all implications which
were created according to the user-defined criteria with a maximum length of Ant.
(lmax), minimum frequency of Ant, (f min) and minimum validity of Ant ⇒ C
(P min). The implications are evaluated according to decreasing frequency of Ant.
When evaluating an implication, its validity (conditional probability P (C/Ant))
is computed. If this validity statistically differs from the composed weight (value
obtained when composing weights of all sub-rules of the implication Ant ⇒ C)
significantly, then this implication is added to the knowledge base. To test the
difference between the validity and the composed weight, we use the chi-square
goodness-of-fit test. The weight of the newly added rule is computed from the
validity and from the composed weight using the inverse composing function [14].
For composing weights w1 and w2 we use a pseudo-Bayesian (Prospector-like) combination function [9]
w1 ⊕ w2 =

w1 · w2
.
w1 · w2 + (1 − w1 ) · (1 − w2 )

(12)

During expansion, new implications are created by adding single categories to
Ant. These categories are added in descending order of their frequencies. New
implications are stored (according to frequencies of Ant) in an ordered list of implications. So KEX generates every implication only once and for any implication
in question all its sub-implications have already been tested.
When using the set of rules created by KEX for classification of an example,
all applicable rules are found and their weights are combined using Eq. (12) to
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Algorithm 2 Simplified sketch of the KEX rule-learning algorithm.
KEX learning algorithm
Initialization
1. for all category (attribute-value pair) A(v) add A(v) ⇒ C to OP EN ,
2. add empty rule to the rule set KB.
Main loop
while OP EN is not empty
1. select the first implication Ant ⇒ C from OP EN ,
2. test if this implication significantly improves the set of rules KB built so far
(using the χ2 test, we test the difference between the rule validity and the result
of classification of an example covered by Ant) then add it as a new rule to KB,
3. for all possible categories A(v),
(a) expand the implication Ant ⇒ C by adding A(v) to Ant,
(b) add Ant ∧ A(v) ⇒ C to OP EN so that OP EN remains ordered
according to decreasing frequency of the condition of rules
4. remove Ant ⇒ C from OP EN .

compute composed weights for each class. The classified example is then assigned
to the class with the highest composed weight. For binary classification problems,
we usually create rules towards only one of the classes. Thus the composed weight
close to 1 is interpreted as classification of the given example into this class while
the composed weight close to 0 is interpreted as classification of the given example
into the opposite class. We can use these weights in the following decision strategy:
• if the composed weight > α, then the example belongs to the class,
• if the composed weight < (1 − α), then the example belongs to the opposite,
• if the composed weight is in the interval [1 − α, α], then we do not classify.
Here α is a threshold that can be set by the user. We will show in Section 4 the
impact of the value α on the classification results in our case study. Generally
speaking, when increasing the value of α, the percentage of correctly classified
examples usually increases (the ratio behind this observation is that the higher
the weight of a class, the more likely the classification result will be correct), but
the number of examples for which the model makes a decision always decreases.
This strategy allows us to build a decision support system that will decide only for
“easy-to-decide” situations and leaves the more complicated cases to the human
expert.
As stated earlier in Section 3, LISp-Miner can work only with categorical attributes, so numeric attributes must be discretized in advance. In addition to two
standard discretization methods, equidistant and equifrequent discretization, numeric attributes can be also discretized in a “class-sensitive” way. Here the intervals
are created in such a way that the discretized attribute can be used for classification. This means the resulting intervals should contain a majority of examples
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belonging to one class. There is a number of such class-sensitive discretization algorithms [10,17,21]. In our experiments reported in Section 4 we used a discretization
algorithm closely related to KEX [4]. Algorithm 3 shows a simplified sketch of this
algorithm. The algorithm starts by creating initial intervals for each value of the
numeric attribute that occurs in the data and then merges the neighboring intervals if they share the same qualitative distribution of examples into classes (i.e.,
they share the same majority class).

Algorithm 3 Discretization for KEX.
KEX discretization algorithm
Initialization
1. For each value of the attribute create an initial interval Int and assign it to
a majority class if such a class exists, otherwise label it as “UNKNOWN”.
Main loop
1. Merge intervals with the same class label.
2. Resolve ambiguities (if an interval Inti is labeled as “UNKNOWN”, merge it
with the previous interval Inti−1 or the following interval Inti+1 ).

4.

Experiments with the loan application data

We used the 4ft-Miner and KEX procedures to analyze several data sets from the
credit risk assessment domain. The first three data sets are taken from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository that contains a number of reference data sets used
by the machine learning community to evaluate various machine learning and data
mining algorithms (www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html). Australian
credit data is used for credit card applications. The dataset contains a mixture
of continuous, nominal with small numbers of values, and nominal with larger
numbers of values attributes. All attribute names and values have been changed
to meaningless symbols to protect confidentiality of the data. This data set was
first used by Quinlan in 1987 [23]. German credit data were provided by prof.
Hofmann from the University of Hamburg; this data consists of 7 numerical and
13 categorical input attributes. Japan Credit Data set represents consumer loans
for a specific purpose (e.g., car, or a PC); this data set was prepared by Chiharu
Sano in 1992. The Discovery Challenge data set was prepared for the Discovery
Challenge workshop held at the European Conference of Principles and Practice on
Knowledge Discovery PKDD1999 [2], the analyzed table (6181 examples, 7 input
attributes) is an excerpt from the whole database used in the workshop.
Tab. III shows the basic characteristics of the used data (number of examples,
number of attributes, number of classes, and the default accuracy computed as the
percentage of the majority class). The last column, maximal accuracy, reflects the
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Data

examples

attributes

classes

default acc.

maximal acc.

ACred
GCred
JCred
DChall

690
1000
125
6181

15
20
10
7

2
2
2
2

0.56
0.70
0.68
0.88

0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00

Tab. III Basic characteristics of the used data sets.

amount of noise in the data4 . Some data sets contain only categorical attributes;
these data sets can be used directly without pre-processing. Other data sets contain
numeric attributes. In this case, the data must be discretized prior to the use of
the learning algorithms.
In our experiments we compared the results obtained with the two procedures
described in the previous subsections (4ft-Miner and KEX) with the results obtained when using standard rule-learning algorithms as implemented in Weka, a
well-known free data mining suite from University Waikato, New Zealand [16].

Fig. 1 Screenshot with input setting for 4ft-Miner for Japan Credit Data.
4 We refer by noise to situations when examples with the same values of input attributes belong
to different classes. Such examples are undistinguishable and thus increase the classification error.
If the maximal accuracy equals 1, then the data are noise free.
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In the first experiment, we applied 4ft-Miner to find strong interesting relationships between input attributes and class; we can view such relationships as concept
descriptions of the respective classes. While strong relations can be found automatically (in our experiment by setting the founded implication p = 0.9), what is
interesting should be determined by the domain expert. The screenshot in Fig. 1
shows the input settings of this experiment for Japan Credit Data and the screenshot in Fig. 2 shows the corresponding results. Tab. 4 shows some of the strong
rules found in the Japan Credit Data. Here high confidence and high support identifies a (relatively) large group of good loan applicants, in our case men and/or
older persons working for the same company for several years (rules 7 and 10).

Fig. 2 Screenshot with example results of 4ft-Miner for Japan Credit Data.

no.

Hypothesis

Conf

Supp

01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
10:

Age(c) & Month payment(c) ⇒ Class(+)
Item(j) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Jobless(n) & Month payment(c) ⇒ Class(+)
Month payment(c) & No months(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Month payment(c) & Unmarried(n) ⇒ Class(+)
Month payment(c) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Sex(m) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Unmarried(y) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Deposit(f) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)
Age(c) & Years at comp(b) ⇒ Class(+)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.95

0.09
0.14
0.13
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.27
0.18
0.16
0.30

Tab. IV Strong association rules found by 4ft-Miner for Japan Credit Data.
We also compared between 4ft-Miner and KEX. The idea of this comparison
was to have a look at the “reduction rate” that KEX applies to the implications
(association rules) when deciding if an implication should be added to the KB or
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not. So the parameter settings were the same for both 4ft-Miner and KEX. We used
two different settings (scenarios) which were derived from recommended strategies
for KEX and that will also be applied in the second experiment. In the first setting
KEX1 or 4FT1 (in KEX called “minimal analysis” strategy) we give no restriction
on the values of frequency and validity (lmax = 1, f min = 0% and P min = 0), in
the second setting KEX2 or 4FT2 (in KEX called “strong analysis” strategy) we
are interested only in the implications with high validity (lmax = 2, f min = 1%
and P min = 0.9). The screenshot in Fig. 3 shows the input settings for KEX1 for
Japan Credit Data and the screenshot in Fig. 4 shows the corresponding results.
Tab. ?? shows (for both settings) the numbers of rules created by 4ft-Miner and
KEX (columns “4FT1”, “KEX1” for the first setting and columns “4FT2”, “KEX2”
for the second setting) and the reduction ratio computed as the number of KEX
rules divided by the number of 4FT rules (column “reduction”).

Fig. 3 Screenshot with input setting for KEX for Japan Credit Data.

Data

KEX1

ACred
JCred
GCred
DChall

36
11
27
17

Setting 1
4FT1 reduction
57
39
79
36

0.63
0.28
0.34
0.47

KEX2
60
25
95
104

Setting 2
4FT2 reduction
174
118
279
230

0.34
0.21
0.34
0.45

Tab. V Quantitative comparison of results from 4ft-Miner and KEX.
In the second experiment, we compared KEX with the rule-learning algorithms
PRISM, Jrip, PART and Ridor implemented in Weka.
PRISM is a set-covering algorithm that produces rules by rule specializations
starting from a rule with an empty antecedent and stops adding conditions when
the rule reaches the accuracy equal to 1 [5]. The algorithm thus assumes that the
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Fig. 4 Screenshot with example results of KEX for Japan Credit Data.
data are noise-free. PRISM was inspired by the decision tree learning algorithm
ID3 [22]. But unlike ID3, where the best splitting attribute is found, the best
attribute-value pair (category) is identified in PRISM. To do this, the information
gain is computed using


P (C|A(v))
(13)
I(A(v), C) = log2
P (C)
and the category A(v) with the highest information gain is selected5 .
As P (C) is constant for different A(v) and binary logarithm is an increasing
function, it is sufficient to select the best category by maximizing P (C|A(v)). The
“create a single rule” part of the generic set-covering algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 thus has the form shown in Algorithm 4.
Jrip is an implementation of the RIPPER (Repeated Incremental Pruning to
Produce Error Reduction) algorithm. This algorithm is again a variant of the setcovering approach. It performs rule induction (top-down specialization of rules)
followed by a post-processing step that prunes the rules to improve the classification
accuracy [8]. The algorithm was intended to learn rules from large noisy data. Jrip
repeatedly creates a rule on a growing set and prunes it on a pruning set. A rule
is created in a top-down manner, adding a category A(v) or a condition A ≤ θ
or A ≥ θ (Jrip can thus directly work with numeric attributes). The best rule
specialization is selected by maximizing the information gain adopted from the ILP
rule-learning system FOIL [24]. The “create a single rule” part of the algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 5.
5 We

use the same notation as in our description of KEX in Section 3.2.
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Algorithm 4 Prism one rule generating algorithm.
Generate one rule
1. for a given (sub)set of examples, find a category with the highest information
gain and add this category A(v) to the antecedent of the rule,
2. select for further rule specialization a subset of examples that corresponds to
category A(v),
3. if the rule does not cover only examples of the class C go to step 1, else
terminate.
Algorithm 5 Simplified sketch of Jrip rule-generating part.
Generate one rule
split uncovered examples into a growing set and a pruning set on growing set do
1. add A(v) or A ≤ θ or A ≥ θ that maximizes the information gain to the Ant
of the rule,
2. if rule covers some negative examples, go to step 1, else terminate,
on pruning set do
3. remove a final sequence of conditions from Ant to maximize the ratio (p −
n)/(p + n), where p denotes the number positive examples of the class covered
by the rule and n is the number of negative examples of the class covered by the
rule.

PART is a set-covering algorithm based on partial decision trees. To make a
single rule, a pruned decision tree is built for the current (sub)set of examples and
the path to the leaf with the largest coverage is turned into a rule [11]. To reduce
the computational time of the algorithm (a naive implementation will create and
prune a full tree for every rule), partial decision trees are created during the rule
creation process instead. A partial decision tree is a tree that contains branches
to undefined subtrees, i.e. contain nodes that were not expanded. Algorithm 6
shows the algorithm for creating partial trees. The way how a splitting attribute is
selected and how the tree is pruned is the same as used in the C4.5 algorithm [25].
Algorithm 6 Simplified sketch of partial tree-generating algorithm.
partial tree algorithm
choose splitting attribute of given set of examples into subsets
while there are subsets that have not been expanded and all the subsets expanded so far are leaves
choose next subset to be expanded and expand it
if all subsets expanded are leaves try to replace node by leaf
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The Ridor (RIpple DOwn Rules) algorithm learns rules in noisy domains, i.e.,
rules that need not to have 100% classification accuracy. This algorithm recursively
generates (by rule specialization) if-true and if-false rules [12]. The ripple down
rules form a binary tree, where each node corresponds to an antecedent and the
branches correspond to true/false values. If a parent rule is activated (i.e., its
antecedent is true) then its child if-true rule is checked. If the child if-true rule
is activated, then the class assigned to the example will correspond to the class
of this rule; otherwise the class assigned to the example will correspond to the
class of the parent rule. If the parent rule is not activated, its if-false child rule
is checked. If the child if-false rule is activated, then the class assigned to the
example will correspond to the class of this rule. The algorithm for generating a
single rule is inspired by the PRISM algorithm [5], but the stopping condition for
rule specialization is different. Algorithm 7 shows its steps, a formula
s  
X
s i
r=
p (1 − p)s−i
i
i=c

(14)

is used to assess the quality of a category or of a rule (r should be maximized).
Here p stands for the relative frequency of the class, s stands for the number of
examples covered by the category or rule, and c stands for the number of examples
that are covered and belong to the class. To create the ripple-down structure, this
algorithm is recursively called twice. The if-true child rule is created for the next
most frequent class of the examples covered by the parent rule. The if-false child
rule is created for the same class as the parent rule but the computation is carried
out for the examples not covered by the parent rule.
Algorithm 7 Ridor one rule-generating algorithm.
Generate one rule
1. select the most frequent class as the current class,
2. for given (sub)set of examples find the best category A(v),
3. if adding the best category A(v) will improve the quality of the rule, then add
this category to the rule and go to step 2, else terminate,
Tab. VI summarizes the achieved results. The table shows for each of the used
learning algorithms the number of rules and the classification accuracy reached
using a 10-fold cross-validation test. We used standard settings for PRISM, Jrip,
PART and Ridor and two different settings for KEX. Here, KEX1 and KEX2 are
defined in the same way as when comparing KEX and 4ft-Miner. Numbers in bold
print denote for each data set the best results in terms of classification accuracy
and size of the rule set. We compute an overall rank as a weighted sum
2 × acc.rank + rul.rank.

(15)

The “winning” algorithm is the algorithm that minimizes this sum. So, e.g., for
Japan Credit Data, KEX2 was the best in accuracy and fifth in rule-set size (which
gives the overall rank of 2 × 1 + 5 = 7), and PRISM was third in accuracy and
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first in rule set size (which gives the overall rank 2 × 3 + 1 = 7); 7 was the smallest
value of the overall rank achieved for this data. The table suggests that PART
was outperformed by the other algorithms (PART never became a winner), and
that the other algorithms are comparable. But no general conclusions about the
superiority of an algorithm can be drawn from the experiments. Actually, the
well-known no-free-lunch theorem gives an evidence that there is no single “best”
machine learning algorithm regardless on the analyzed data [31].
Data

KEX1
rul./acc.

KEX2
rul./acc.

PART
rul./acc.

PRISM
rul./acc.

Jrip
rul./acc.

Ridor
rul./acc.

ACred
JCred
GCred
DChall

36/0.86
11/0.76
27/0.73
17/0.88

60/0.83
25/0.79
95/0.71
104/0.88

29/0.85
7/0.72
68/0.70
134/0.98

197/0.76
4/0.74
362/0.66
203/0.99

5/0.85
5/0.71
8/0.69
41/0.96

6/0.85
4/0.70
2/0.71
73/0.92

Tab. VI Classification results of KEX and other rule learning algorithms.
The results shown in Tab. VI present the classification accuracy of KEX for
the value of the threshold α set to 0.5. For this setting, all examples for which the
composed weight of the class differs from 0.5 will be classified. Figs. 5 - 8 show
the effect of different values of α on the classification accuracy and the ratio of
classified examples (out of all examples). In all graphs the x-axis gives the values
of α, and the y-axis gives the classification accuracy or the number of classified
examples respectively. The graphs in Figs. 5 and 6 show the results for the “minimal
analysis” strategy and graphs in Figs. 7 and 8 show the results for the “strong
analysis” strategy. We can conclude from these graphs that
• as we expected, when increasing the value of α, the classification accuracy
(i.e., the relative number of correctly classified examples out of all classified
examples) increases and the relative number of classified examples (out of all
examples) decreases;
• when increasing the value of α, the improvement of classification accuracy
was slightly better for the minimal analysis strategy, but at the same time
the decrease of the number of classified examples for the minimal analysis
strategy was significantly higher. This seems to indicate that the results for
strong analysis are more robust.
We present the source of the difference between the results of KEX1 and KEX2
settings for Japan Credit Data in Figs. 9 and 10. Both graphs have the class
indicator values on the x-axis (to be able to better display the graph we jitter the
values of class 1 in the range 0.8 to 1.2 and the values of class −1 in a range from
−1.2 to −0.8) and the composed weight on the y-axis.
A perfect rule base created by KEX would assign weights greater than 0.5 to
examples of class 1 and weights smaller than 0.5 to examples of class −1. So
correctly classified examples are (in both Figures) indicated by the rectangles.
Since the composed weights are closer to the extreme values 0 and 1 for the KEX2
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Fig. 5 The impact of α on the classification accuracy, KEX1 setting.

Fig. 6 The impact of α on the number of classified examples, KEX1 setting.
setting, when increasing the value of α we will be able to classify more examples
than for the KEX1 setting. We can also see that when using the KEX2 setting, no
example of class 1 was misclassified as an example of class −1.
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Fig. 7 The impact of α on the classification accuracy, KEX2 setting.

Fig. 8 The impact of α on the number of classified examples, KEX2 setting.
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Fig. 9 Composed weights assigned to examples, KEX1 setting.

Fig. 10 Composed weights assigned to examples, KEX2 setting.

5.

Conclusions

Credit risk assessment, credit scoring or loan applications approval are typical tasks
that can be performed using machine learning or data mining techniques. From
this viewpoint, loan applications evaluation is a classification or concept-description
task, in which the learned knowledge is inferred from data about past decisions.
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Rule-learning algorithms are easier for humans to understand, when compared,
e.g., with regression models, neural networks or SVM-created models.
This paper presents two data mining procedures implemented in the LISp-Miner
system (4ft-Miner and KEX) and shows how these procedures can be used for the
credit risk assessment task. 4ft-Miner is primary intended for association rules
mining. Because each part of the rule is generated separately, 4ft-Miner can easily
be used for concept description; here the succedent remains unchanged and must
be set to the category defining the concept. KEX creates a set of rules that can be
used directly for classification.
Our aim was to check the feasibility of both procedures for the given task
by comparing them with the state-of-the-art rule-learning algorithms. We choose
the PRISM, Jrip, PART and Ridor algorithms implemented in the Weka data
mining system for this comparison. The empirical comparison is based on four
data sets from the loan application domain. The results of experiments reported
in Section 4 show that there is no single best algorithm that would outperform
the other algorithms. KEX, PRISM, Jrip and Ridor each became the winning
algorithm at least once when using the criterion based on the weighted sum of
ranks achieved for accuracy and size of the rule set. 4ft-Miner cannot be used in
this comparison as the resulting rules are not directly used for classification. We
can thus compare the result of 4ft-Miner with the other algorithms only in terms of
the size of the rule set. Here we can see from Tab. V and Tab. VI that 4ft-Miner
usually creates more rules than the other algorithms. 4ft-Miner thus describes the
concept in more ways and helps to gain broader insight into the knowledge hidden
in the data.
We can also compare the algorithms themselves on the basis of their analysis.
Here we can see that PART, PRISM, Jrip and Ridor all follow the set covering
principle. That is, examples covered by a rule are removed from the training
data. The consequence of this principle is that just one rule is applicable when
classifying an example. This makes the classification process very simple (scan the
rule set to find an applicable rule), but narrows the way the class is described.
On the contrary, 4ft-Miner and KEX, repeatedly go through the whole training
set when creating the rules. This results in the fact, that more rules can cover an
example. For 4ft-Miner it means that partially overlapping rules can be obtained
(as illustrated on the rules 07 and 10 in Tab. 4). The consequence for KEX is in the
necessity to consider a higher number of applicable rules during classification. The
solution for this problem is described in Section 3.2; KEX uses a compositional
approach inspired by uncertainty processing in early expert systems. Another
difference between KEX and the other rule-learning algorithms is that KEX does
not perform crisp yes/no classification but assigns weights to the classes. This,
together with the possibility to tune resulting decision strategy (in our case the
final loan approval decision based on the classification result by setting the value
of parameter α) brings an extra advantage over a simple yes/no decision.
To summarize the results of the evaluation and comparison, 4ft-Miner is well
suited for the concept description task offering alternative viewpoints on identical
examples belonging to the target concept and KEX is well suited for creating
decision support systems that do not take over too much responsibility from the
human users (which can be a crucial requirement in the loan application domain).
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